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Abstract
In this paper we examine the problem of determining the self-duality of a monotone boolean function in disjunctive normal form
(DNF). We show that the self-duality of monotone boolean functions with n disjuncts such that each disjunct has at most k literals can
be determined in O(2k2k2n) time. This implies an O(n2 log n) algorithm for determining the self-duality of
√
log n-DNF functions.
We also consider the version where any two disjuncts have at most c literals in common. For this case we give an O(n4(c+1))
algorithm for determining self-duality.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The problem of determining whether a given monotone boolean function is self-dual arises in artiﬁcial intelligence
[23], databases [22], distributed systems [14], convex programming [17] and hypergraph theory [9]. The applications
in artiﬁcial intelligence include theory revision, model-based diagnosis [10] and abductive explanations [12]. For a
detailed list of applications in logic and artiﬁcial intelligence we refer the reader to the paper by Eiter and Gottlob [10].
The existence of efﬁcient algorithms for the self-duality problem also implies that monotone boolean functions can
be learned efﬁciently using only membership queries [8,16]. One of the key problems in data mining and knowledge
discovery is the generation of frequent and infrequent sets, a problem closely related to the self-duality problem [6].
The complexity of determiningwhether a givenmonotone boolean function is self-dual depends on the representation
of the input. If the function is speciﬁed in DNF (or CNF) then the exact complexity of determining if it is self-dual
is still open. Fredman and Khachiyan [13] provide an O(n4o(log n)+O(1)) quasi-polynomial algorithm for determining
whether two monotone functions f, g both in irredundant disjunctive normal form are dual. Since h= xf ∨ yg ∨ xy is
self-dual if and only if f and g are dual [24,9], self-duality can also be determined in quasi-polynomial time using the
result of Fredman and Khachiyan [13]. If the monotone functions are speciﬁed in formula form then it is NP-hard to
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decide if the functions are dual [19]. If the functions are not necessarily monotone then determining if they are dual is
equivalent to determining if f is a tautology, for g = 0.
Bioch and Ibaraki [4] describe a host of problems which are equivalent to determining self-duality. They also address
the question of the existence of incremental polynomial algorithms for solving the problem of determining the self-
duality of monotone boolean functions. In a related paper [5] they deﬁne a decomposition of self-dual functions and
give an algorithm to determine a minimal canonical decomposition. Bioch and Ibaraki [3] describe an incremental
polynomial algorithm for generating all self-dual monotone boolean functions of n variables. It has been shown that
for 2-monotone boolean functions [7], it is possible to check self-duality in polynomial time. Bioch and Ibaraki [3]
deﬁne almost self-dual functions as an approximation to the class of self-dual functions. They describe an algorithm
based on almost self-duality to determine if a function is self-dual. The complexity of their procedure is exponential
in the worst case. Ibaraki and Kameda [18] show that every self-dual function can be decomposed into a set of
majority functions over three variables. This characterization in turn gives an algorithm (though not polynomial) for
checking self-duality. Makino and Ibaraki [21] deﬁne the latency of a monotone boolean function and relate it to the
complexity of determining if a function is self-dual. Recently Eiter et al. [11] have developed polynomial algorithms
and output-polynomial algorithms for other classes of monotone boolean functions. They also show that using log2 n
non-deterministic bits, self-duality can be determined in polynomial time. Makino [20] describes a polynomial-time
algorithm to dualize O(log n)-term monotone disjunctive normal forms.
We show that self-duality of monotone boolean functions with n disjuncts and at most k literals in each disjunct can
be determined in O(2k2k2n) time, which is linear in n for constant k. This implies that self-duality of
√
log n-DNF
functions can be determined in O(n2 log n) time. We also show that self-duality of monotone boolean functions in
which every pair of disjuncts intersects in at most c literals can be determined in O(n4(c+1)) time, which is polynomial
for constant c.
In Section 2, we introduce the problem of determining whether a monotone boolean function is self-dual and describe
some basic properties. In Section 3 we describe a linear-time algorithm for determining self-duality where each disjunct
has at most k literals. In Section 4 we show that the self-duality problem where every pair of disjuncts intersects in at
most c literals can be determined in polynomial time, for constant c.
2. Self-duality
Given a boolean function f over m variables (x1, x2, . . . , xm), we deﬁne its dual denoted by f d as follows: f d(x) =
f (x), for all vectors x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) ∈ {0, 1}m. A boolean function f is monotone if for all vectors x, y ∈
{0, 1}m; xy ⇒ f (x)f (y). A vector xy if xiyi,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Equivalently, a boolean function is monotone
if it can be represented by an expression which does not contain any negative literals. If a monotone function f is in
disjunctive normal form (DNF) then f d can be obtained by interchanging every ∧ operator with an ∨ operator and vice
versa. f d is then in conjunctive normal form (CNF). The problem of determining whether a given monotone boolean
function is self-dual is deﬁned as:
Self-duality: INPUT: A boolean function f in disjunctive normal form with m literals and n disjuncts.
QUESTION: Is f d = f ?
From the deﬁnition it follows that a boolean function f is self-dual if and only if for all vectors x ∈ {0, 1}m,
f (x) = f (x). We assume that the input is in DNF and that the following properties hold for all the inputs: these
observations are from [13].
(1) Intersection property: Every pair of disjuncts has a non-empty intersection. Suppose that disjuncts D1 and D2
do not intersect. Construct a vector x ∈ {0, 1}m such that all the literals occurring in D1 are set to 1 and all the
literals occurring in D2 are set to 0. The remaining literals are arbitrarily set to 0 or 1. f (x) = 1 as D1 evaluates
to 1. Also, f (x¯) = 1 as D2 evaluates to 1 on x. Hence, f is not self-dual.
(2) Minimality property: No disjunct is contained in some other disjunct. A function f in DNF is prime if Di ⊆ Dj ⇒
i = j . Let f with the intersection property be in DNF and f ′ be the prime function with the intersection property
obtained from f by removing disjuncts that contain some disjunct. Then f is self-dual ⇐⇒ f ′ is self-dual.
(3) mn2: m is the total number of literals and n is the number of disjuncts. We assume that f obeys the minimality
property and the intersection property. We show that if there exists a disjunct with more than n literals then f is not
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self-dual. Suppose there is a disjunct D with more than n literals. Then we can imagine a disjunct D′ ⊂ D such
that D′intersects with every other disjunct and does not contain anyone of them. Set the literals in D′ to 0 and all
other literals to 1. This implies that f is 0, as each disjunct contains one 0 (intersection property). Suppose that on
setting the literals in D′ to 1 and all the remaining literals to 0 the function evaluates to 1, then some disjunct is a
proper subset of D′ (and therefore D), which violates the minimality property. Therefore, the function evaluates
to 0 on some vector x and its complement. Hence it is not self-dual.
To reiterate, we assume that the function is in disjunctive normal form and it obeys the three properties outlined above.
For our purposes, the input size n is the number of disjuncts (the third property above) as opposed to the number of
literals m, a traditional measure of input in satisﬁability problems.
3. Linear-time algorithm for k-DNF functions
In this section we study the self-duality problem under the assumption that each disjunct in a monotone function f
has at most k literals. Such functions are also referred to as k-term DNF or k-DNF. First we describe special cases that
are the base cases in the recursive algorithm to be described later.
Lemma 1. Self-duality of 1-DNF functions can be determined in O(1) time.
Proof. By theminimality and intersection properties the function has only one disjunct of size one, and all the functions
of one variable are self-dual. 
Lemma 2. Self-duality of 2-DNF functions can be determined in O(1) time.
Proof. By deﬁnition, every disjunct contains at most two literals. If there is a disjunct with exactly one literal, then
the formula is self-dual by Lemma 1. Next, we consider the case when all the disjuncts contain exactly two literals.
Without loss of generality assume that the ﬁrst disjunct is a ∧ b. Furthermore, if neither a nor b is contained in all the
disjuncts, then there are two disjuncts a ∧ c and b∧ c. Equivalently, the formula is (a ∧ b)∨ (a ∧ c)∨ (b∧ c), which is
self-dual. If either a or b belongs to all the disjuncts then the function is not self-dual. This follows from the fact that if
a belongs to all the disjuncts, then for any vector in which a = 1 and every other literal is 0, the function evaluates to 0
(the same holds for the complement vector). The running time is constant because if the number of disjuncts exceeds
3 then the function is not self-dual. 
Lemma 3. Let k3 be an integer. If k-DNF f contains k distinct disjuncts with at most two literals each, then the
self-duality of f can be determined in O(nk) time.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that each disjunct contains at least two literals. Let (a ∧ b) be a disjunct
in f. If neither a nor b is contained in all the disjuncts of size 2, then there are two disjuncts a ∧ c and b ∧ c due to the
intersection property. By the minimality and intersection properties, the formula is (a ∧ b)∨ (a ∧ c)∨ (b∧ c), which is
self-dual. Assume that a is contained in all disjuncts of size two. If a is contained in all the disjuncts of size three ormore,
then f is not self-dual. Therefore, every disjunct that does not contain a, contains k different literals (since each such
disjunct intersects with the k 2-literal disjuncts). Equivalently f is (a∧a1)∨(a∧a2)∨· · ·∨(a∧ak)∨(a1∧a2∧· · ·∧ak),
which is self-dual. The running time is O(nk). 
Lemma 4. If f (which may not obey the minimality property) contains at least one disjunct of size two and all the i
disjuncts of size two (i < k) have exactly one literal x in common, and if every disjunct of size three or more does not
contain x, then the self-duality of f can be determined in O(nk) time.
Proof. Let the i < k disjuncts of size two be; (x ∧ a1), (x ∧ a2), . . . , (x ∧ ai). Every disjunct of size three or more
does not contain x. All the disjuncts that do not contain x contain literals a1, . . . , ai as they intersect with the disjuncts
of size two. If every disjunct that does not contain x contains at least i + 1 literals, then the function is not self-dual.
This follows from the fact that we can construct a vector y by setting x to 1 and a1, . . . , ai to 0 and all the other literals
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to 1. For this vector, f (y) = f (y) = 0, implying that f is not self-dual. If there exists a disjunct that does not contain x
and is of size i, then the function is (x ∧ a1)∨ (x ∧ a2)∨ · · · ∨ (x ∧ ai)∨ (a1 ∧ a2 ∧ · · · ∧ ai), which is self-dual. 
To describe the algorithm we need the operator (f,A) deﬁned below. If f is a function and A = {a1, a2, . . . , ap}
is a set of p literals, then (f,A) replaces every occurrence of the literals in A by the ﬁrst literal a1 in A and deletes
occurrences of multiple literals. Note that after the application of (f,A), the function might not obey the minimality
property. Operator (f,A) can be implemented in O(nk) time.
Algorithm Self-Dual and Procedure k-DNF are described below. The basic idea in Algorithm Self-Dual is to collapse
an arbitrary subset of variables in a disjunct into a single variable (all of which take the same value), and try this for all
possible subsets. The goal is to reduce the given function to one of the three cases covered by Lemmas 2–4. We assume
that all the disjuncts in f are of size 2, else f is self-dual by Lemma 1. To describe brieﬂy the details of Algorithm
Self-Dual, if f contains a disjunct of size 2, and all the disjuncts of size 2 have a literal x in common then the algorithm
calls the recursive Procedure k-DNF. If no such x exists then f is self-dual. If all the disjuncts are of size 3 then the
algorithm picks a disjunct of size at least three and reduces its size to two by the application of the  operator (several
reductions), and calls Procedure k-DNF on the sub-problems.
We now describe Procedure k-DNF brieﬂy. Monotone function f in Procedure k-DNF always contains a disjunct
of size 2, and all the disjuncts of size 2 contain a common literal x. If all the disjuncts are of size 2 then Procedure
k-DNF returns FALSE (the function is not self-dual as per Lemma 2). If there are k disjuncts of size 2 then k-DNF
determines the self-duality using Lemma 3. If no disjunct of size three or more contains literal x then the self-duality
is determined using Lemma 4. If none of the cases mentioned above are applicable then Procedure k-DNF recurses. C
style pseudo-code for Algorithm Self-Dual and Procedure k-DNF are shown in listings 1 and 2, respectively.
Listing 1. Algorithm Self-Dual
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Listing 2. Procedure k-DNF
Theorem 1. Self-duality of k-DNF monotone boolean functions can be determined in O(2k2k2n) time.
Proof. First we establish the correctness of AlgorithmSelf-Dual. If the algorithm exits on line 8 of AlgorithmSelf-Dual
then f = (ab ∨ bc ∨ ac) due to the minimality and intersecting properties, and hence the return value of TRUE is
correct. Assuming that k-DNF(f, i, x) returns TRUE if f is self-dual and FALSE otherwise, the return values on lines
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14 are correct. The return values on line 22 are correct, because f is self-dual ⇐⇒ every application of  operator on
line 19 leads to a self-dual function. It remains to be shown that Procedure k-DNF is correct.
Procedure k-DNF takes three arguments, f a monotone boolean function with at least one disjunct of size 2, and other
disjuncts of size 2, i is the number of disjuncts of size 2, and x is the literal common to all the disjuncts of size 2.
Note that x always exists (else Algorithm Self-Dual exits on line 8). If the Procedure k-DNF exits on lines 33, 40, 62
then the return values are correct due to Lemmas 2–4, respectively. If the Procedure exits on line 52 then the return
values are correct because f is self-dual ⇐⇒ every application of  operator on line 48 leads to a self-dual function.
The depth of the recursion tree is at most k (line 37). The number of leaf nodes in the recursion tree is at most
(2k − 2)k which is O(2k2). O(nk) is the work done on each node in the recursion tree. The work done on each path is
O(nk2), as there are at most k nodes on each path from root to the leaf node. As the total number of paths (from root
to a leaf node) is equal to the number of leaves, the total work done is O(2k2k2n). 
For k=√log n, O(2k2k2n) is O(n2 log n), i. e., self-duality of√log n-DNF functions can be determined inO(n2 log n)
time. For k log n/ log log n, the running time of our algorithm, for this special case, is O(nlog n/(log log n)2) which is
slightly better than the running time for the general case [13].
4. c-Bounded DNF functions
A boolean function f in DNF is c-bounded if every pair of disjuncts intersects in at most c literals for some constant c.
In this section we show that the self-duality of c-bounded DNF functions can be determined in O(n4(c+1)) time. We use
an alternative characterization of non-self-dual functions in terms of bicolourable hypergraphs. The characterization in
Theorem 2 follows from a result of Eiter and Gottlob [9] and [2, Theorem 1, p. 46]. For the sake of completeness we
include a proof here.
We begin with a few deﬁnitions [1]. Hypergraph H on a set X is a collection (E1, E2, . . . , En) of subsets of X. Each
subset Ei is an edge of H and the elements of X comprise the vertices of H. A hypergraph is simple or a sperner family
if Ei ⊆ Ej ⇒ i = j . A hypergraph is intersecting if Ei ∩ Ej =  for all i, j . A transversal or a hitting set of a
hypergraph H is a subset of X that intersects with every edge of H. (H) is the minimum number of colours needed to
colour the elements of X such that no edge in H is monochromatic. A 2-colouring of a hypergraph is also referred to as
a bicolouration. A bicolouration partitions the vertices of H into V1 and V0 such that the vertices in V1(V0) are coloured
1(0), respectively, and |V1| |V0|. A bicolouration is minimal if no proper subset V ′ of V1 gives a valid bicolouration
(or a partition of X into V ′ and X\V ′). If V1 is a minimal bicolouration then for all vertices v ∈ V1 there exists an edge
E containing v such that all vertices in E\v are in V0 (are coloured 0). If for some vertex v such an edge does not exist
then we can remove v from V1 and still have a bicolouration.
In the following we assume that we have a monotone boolean function with n disjuncts that obeys the minimality and
the intersection property. Furthermore every disjunct has at least two literals and each disjunct has at most n literals.
Given such a function f, we construct a hypergraph H whose vertices are the literals in f and whose edges are the
disjuncts of f.
Theorem 2 characterizes the self-duality of f in terms of the chromaticity of the corresponding hypergraph H.
Theorem 2. f is self-dual if and only if (H)3.
Proof. ⇒ Suppose that f is self-dual and (H)< 3. (H)=1 is not possible since each disjunct has at least two literals.
Therefore (H)=2, hence there exists X′ ⊆ X such that X′ and X\X′ is a valid bicolouration of H (no monochromatic
edge). If the corresponding characteristic vector for the literals in X′ is x then f (x) = f (x) = 0, a contradiction.
⇐ Suppose that (H)3 and f is not self-dual. No vector y exists such that both f (y) and f (y) are 1, as this implies
the existence of two disjuncts that do not intersect, contradicting the assumption that f obeys the intersection property.
Then there exists a vector y such that f (y) = f (y) = 0. But vector y implies a bicolouration of H, contradicting the
fact that H is not bicolourable. 
To establish that f is not self-dual it is sufﬁcient to give a valid bicolouration of the corresponding hypergraph H.
Assume that H contains at least c + 1 vertices, otherwise using enumeration we can determine the bicolouration in
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O(2ccn) time, as each of the n edges contains at most c vertices, and the number of possible subsets of the vertices
is 2c. Let {a1, . . . , ac} be a subset of vertices in a minimal bicolouration. This implies the existence of c edges
E1 = (a1, A1), E2 = (a2, A2), . . . , Ec = (ac, Ac), such that all the vertices in the set⋃i=1...cAi are coloured 0 given
that the vertices a1, a2, . . . , ac are coloured 1 else the bicolouration is not minimal. Partition the set of edges in H into
P and N, where P denotes the set of edges which have at least one vertex coloured 1 and no vertex coloured 0, and N
denotes the set of edges which have at least one vertex coloured 0 and no vertex coloured 1. Edges that are bicoloured
are removed from further discussion. All the edges in P contain vertices a1, . . . , ac as they have to intersect with edges
E1, . . . , Ec.
Theorem 3. If hypergraph H is c-bounded then the bicolourability of H can be determined in O(n4(c+1)) time.
Proof. In what follows N and P are as deﬁned above. Recall that all the edges in P contain vertices a1, . . . , ac as they
have to intersect with edges E1, . . . , Ec. If there is an uncoloured vertex that belongs to two edges of P then the input
is not c-bounded. Hence, all of the uncoloured vertices in the set of edges P are distinct. We are interested in computing
a transversal S (from the set of uncoloured vertices) of P such that S does not contain all the uncoloured vertices from
any edge in N. If we have such a set S, then by colouring all the vertices in S by 0 and all the other uncoloured vertices
by 1, we obtain a bicolouration of the hypergraph. Note that such a transversal S exists for a minimal bicolouration of
H.
If u is the minimum number of uncoloured vertices for an edge in N then |P |u, else some uncoloured literal (from
the smallest edge in N) belongs to two edges in P. Again these two edges from P intersect in more than c vertices.
Furthermore every set of u − 1 uncoloured vertices does not contain any edge in N.
Consider the following two cases:
|P |c + 1: Each minimal transversal of P is of size at most c + 1. We enumerate all the potential transversals from
the set of uncoloured vertices in P. There are at most n2 uncoloured vertices and we have to examine every subset
of size |P |c + 1. For each subset we need to spend O(n2) time to check the bicolourability therefore the running
time in this case is O(n2(c+1)+2).
|P |c + 2: If there is only a single transversal of P then it is easy to determine if there exists a bicolouration. All
the vertices in the unique transversal of P are forced to be 0, else it cannot be a bicolouration. We need to check if
this forced assignment is indeed a bicolouration. Let S0, S1 be two transversals of P, such that S0 and S1 differ in
exactly one vertex. S0 and S1 can be constructed greedily in O(|P |) time. P has at least c + 2 edges therefore, the
minimum-sized transversal of P is of cardinality at least c + 2, we get |S0 ∩ S1|c + 1. Also, each edge in N has at
least c + 2 uncoloured vertices, as we assumed that |P |c + 2. We show that if both S0 and S1 contain uncoloured
vertices of some edges in N then the input is not c-bounded. Let E0(E1) be the uncoloured vertices of the two edges
in N that are contained in S0(S1), respectively. Both E0, E1 have at least c + 2 vertices and S0, S1 differ in at most
one vertex. Hence, E0 and E1 intersect in at least c+1 vertices, i.e. the input is not c-bounded. If S0 is the transversal
which does not contain any edge in N, then setting all the literals in S0 to 0 and the remaining literals to 1 leads to
a bicolouration. The running time for this case is determined by the time needed to ﬁnd transversals S0, S1 and the
time needed to pick the ‘right’ transversal, which is O(|P | + n2) = O(n2).
Next we compute the total running time of the algorithm. There are at most n vertices in each of the n edges. Each
ai could be in one of the possible n2 positions, hence the total time to determine a1, . . . , ac is O(n2c). An additional
O(n2c+4) time for each choice above is needed for the cases outlined above. Hence, the running time of the algorithm
is O(n4(c+1)). 
5. Conclusions
In this paper we examined the problem of determining the self-duality of monotone boolean functions. We showed
that the self-duality of instances that have at most k literals in each disjunct can be determined in O(2k2k2n) time.
Our linear-time algorithm for determining self-duality of k-DNF functions implies that self-duality of√
log n-DNF functions can be solved in O(n2 log n) time. For monotone boolean functions in which every pair of
disjuncts intersects in at most c literals, we describe an O(n4(c+1)) algorithm for determining their self-duality.
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An open problem is to provide a polynomial-time algorithm for determining the self-duality of monotone boolean
functions.
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